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Eliashberg Theory of Superconductivity 
do we have it right? 



1)  An overview of Eliashberg Theory, as applied to 
      conventional superconductors, and as I would teach 
      in a graduate course, for example. 

2)  Some chinks in the armour as revealed by cuprates, 
      for example. 

3)  Various aspects that I have been working on over the last 
      20 years or so 
           (i) polarons --- how do electrons resist becoming polaronic? 
           (ii) kinetic interactions --- is there more to Coulomb 
                 repulsions than µ* ? 

What this seminar is about 

Please ask questions!! 
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The Fermi Liquid—BCS Paradigm 



A big “rug”: Fermi Liquid Theory 

nothing very exceptional about the 
normal state of electrons in a metal 

             (pretend they don’t interact) 

… a premise for ‘conventional’ superconductivity 
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Electrons in solids 

kinetic  vs.  potential  energy kz 

kx 

kF 

Fermi sphere 

finite temperature 

ky 

k 

nk 

Ekin = 2 Σεknk   
why ?  Coulomb:   
keep  electrons away from one another ! 

Mott insulator 

Introduce frustration, doping, and so on, and 
one can stabilize a spin liquid: maybe even a 
Resonating Valence Bond (RVB) state; lower 
the temperature, and one gets a high Tc 
superconductor! (P.W. Anderson) 



The conventional scenario: BCS 

J. Bardeen    L.N. Cooper  J.R. Schrieffer 
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In Ogg’s theory it was his intent  
That the current keep flowing, once sent; 
So to save himself trouble,  
He put them in double,  
And instead of stopping, it went. 

George Gamow 

It’s all about pairs… 

…Cooper pairs 



π 
k 

Fixed number!  

The conventional scenario: BCS 

J. Bardeen    L.N. Cooper  J.R. Schrieffer 
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BCS formalism vs. Pairing Mechanism 

Tc equation (useless) 

Universality 

Universality is wonderful 

Universality is a curse! 
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B.L. Blackford and R.H. March, Can. J. Phys. 46, 141 (1968) 
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Eliashberg Theory 

G. M. Eliashberg 
Started graduate school in 1959 
Wrote Eliashberg Theory paper in 1960 
Graduated in 1963! 
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Migdal approximation 
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electron phonon 
coupling 

kF 
a somewhat renormalized mass 



See  arXiv:cond-mat/0106143  

or Bennemann and Ketterson,  
Superconductivity: Conventional and Unconventional Superconductors,  

chapter 4, FM and J.P. Carbotte 

where 



phonons 

Normal state 









phonons 



Recall: 



Recall: 

Use: 



along with : 

not used very often 

Simplifications (ignore momentum dependence) give rise to: 
See FM JLTP 87, 659 (1992), and F. Dogan and FM PRB 78, 165102 (2003) 







T= 0   AND   ω < νE 
A naïve analytic continuation is correct! 

ω > νE  : no iteration necessary !  



I. Giaever, H.R. Hart, Jr., and K. Megerle, PRB 126, 941 (1962) 

d I  ~ N(ε) 
dV 





I. Giaever, H.R. Hart, Jr., and K. Megerle, PRB 126, 941 (1962) 

d I  ~ N(ε) 
dV 



Eliashberg Theory 

A functional of the interaction 

Question: Can we invert the theory to extract the                                               
potential uniquely from a knowledge of  Δ(k,ω) ? 





McMillan and Rowell, Superconductivity, ed. By R.D. Parks (1969) 

 BCS  

data Pb 

requires Eliashberg theory: 
•  phonon dynamics (retardation) taken into account 

•  gap is a function of frequency  

•  density of states is modified: 



Pb 

ω(meV) 

F(ω): density of phonon states 
          from neutron scattering 



McMillan and Rowell, in Superconductivity, ed. By R.D. Parks (1969)  



What does the theory look like? 

BCS Eliashberg 



Eliashberg 
(real frequency axis) 



Density of states at finite temperature 

Eliashberg Theory 



BCS 
(at finite temperature) 



other observables 

The gap ratio 



The Specific Heat Jump at Tc  



The Specific Heat Jump at Tc  
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So what’s wrong? 
1) The building block is the polaron !  
     How do ‘polaron’ effects become ‘undone’? 

Sasha Alexandrov 





The “High-Tc” experience 

The message:  

First question is,  
what is the basic building block? 





Two paradigms for electron-phonon coupling: 

1) Holstein (the `Hubbard’ model for electron-phonon interactions) 
   2) BLF-SSH (`off-diagonal’ coupling) 

(a) Holstein 

(b) BLF-SSH 



“SSH”  (polyacetylene) 

“BLF” 

where 



Methods of Solution 

 Variational 
 Perturbation Theory: weak coupling 
 Perturbation Theory: strong coupling 

 Quantum Monte Carlo 
 Exact Diagonalization on small systems 

 Variational Lanczos Method (Trugman, Bonca) 



1)  Let the Hamiltonian generate new states; 
2)  Orthogonalize to previous states; 

3)  Incorporate Bloch’s Theorem analytically  

1)  Results are numerically exact; 
2)  Thermodynamic limit, i.e. no finite size effects; 

3)  Arbitrary wave vector 

Exact results for the single polaron in the thermodynamic limit! 



Use Lanczos diagonalization of Bloch States.  
The computer keeps track of states like: 



 To us these states really mean: 



Trugman Method uses Lanczos diagonalization of 
Bloch States.  

To us these states really mean: 





In the strong coupling limit, start with 
the so-called coherent state: 



  For the Holstein model, 

1)  In 1D the electron is always “polaronic”  
       (Kabanov and Mashtakov, 1993) 

2)  In 2D (and 3D) there is a sharp increase 
in the effective mass as a function of 

electron-phonon coupling. This increase 
becomes sharper for lower phonon 

frequency, but it is always a crossover. 

3)  Perturbation fails for intermediate 
coupling strength. 

3D 

effective mass 
enhancement 

ground state 
energy 

3D 

2D 2D 

1D 1D 



No real answer, yet. 

1) Maybe the construction of a Fermi sea reduces (via Pauli 
     blocking) polaronic effects 

2) Maybe the `bare’ coupling strength is fairly weak, and as  
   the Fermi sea arises, the phonons soften with an increase in  

   the `effective’ coupling strength (requires a kind of fine tuning). 

How do you reconcile this with Eliashberg phenomenology 
of Pb, Hg, A15’s etc? 

Answer: 



cond-mat 1105.2833   Phys. Rev. B 84 (2011), 184531 

but… 



QMC 

Non-self-consistent 
Migdal approximation 

Self-consistent 
Migdal approximation, i.e. with phonon renormalization 



phonon renormalization seems to suppress superconductivity 



Open questions: 

1) What happens with many electrons? 

2) What about the conventional theory and all  
     the evidence that favours it (that I, amongst  
     others, have promoted for the last several  
     decades)?? 



So what’s wrong? 
1) The building block is the polaron !  
     How do ‘polaron’ effects become ‘undone’? 

See Zhou Li, D. Baillie, C. Blois, FM, PRB 81, 115114 2010 
       Zhou Li, C. Chandler, FM,            PRB 83, 045104 2011 
           Zhou Li and FM,            J Supercond Nov Mat PRB 
83, 045104 2011                     

Can’t seem to couple without very strong polaron effects!  



So what’s wrong (part 2)? 
1) How did µ = UN(EF) get reduced to µ*? 



Eliashberg Theory 
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But… 
Never seen in QMC simulations 
Many other ways for U to be 
reduced 



See also cond-mat 1212.2975 

Phys. Rev. B 87, 054507 (2013) 



What is important, what can we ‘throw out’ ?  

Copper-Oxygen Planes 
http://www.cnms.ornl.gov/images/gordon-bell-1.gif 

Fig. 1: (a) The crystal structure of La2CuO4, a typical 
cuprate, where black, red, and blue sphere represent Cu, O, 

and La, respectively. (b) The CuO2 plane with outlines of the 
Cu dx2-y2 and O px and py orbitals. Also shown in full color 
is the Zhang-Rice singlet state that forms from hybridization 

of the Cu orbitals with the neighboring O orbitals. (c) 
Pictorial representation of the single band 2D Hubbard 
model with on-site Coulomb repulsion U and inter-site 

hopping t.  

High Tc Cuprates: a Case Study 



The (single band) Hubbard model 

U 

t 

J. Hubbard 



Does it have the ‘right stuff’ (Doug Scalapino)? 

V Nearest neighbour interactions 

(6 eV) 

Modulated hopping    Δt 
3-site hopping (t-J model) 

Exchange term J 

  t+Δt 

phonons, oxygen (or other) orbitals, longer range hopping, polarons, lunar effects, etc. 



Or have we missed a key ingredient all along? 

…a parable involving the lowly Helium atom… 





Ashcroft and Mermin, inside front cover 



Exact energy 

1s2 energy 



Why is this important? 

J.E. Hirsch, PRL 87, 206402 (2001) 

Experimental values: 



In essentially all the lattice models used to understand electron  
correlations in solids, the “playing field” is static (phonons are  

a different matter). 

In He, when one electron is present, it occupies the 1s orbital: 
+

When two electrons are present, in Hubbard-like models they (doubly) occupy  
the 1s orbital: 

+  For real atom + + ++ + … 

  For Hubbard model: +



This is like what happens in general relativity; the presence of  
mass alters the underlying space-time structure.  



This is like what happens in general relativity; the presence of  
mass alters the underlying space-time structure.  

A simple way to model this: hopping term 

Pseudospin degree of freedom On-site 
interaction 

The pseudospin degree of freedom represents  
an adjustment of the orbitals to the number  

of electrons that happens to be present. 

Here, the presence of a second electron alters the nature of the  
orbitals that model the conduction band. 

σz = -1 

σz = +1 

Ω = ω0 √1+g2 



hopping term 

Dynamic Hubbard Model                                                                         J.E. Hirsch, PRB 65, 184502 (2002) 

                                        Parameter 
             t      electron hopping                                     
            U      `bare’ electron-electron repulsion 
            g      electron-pseudospin coupling strength 
            ω0       energy (time) scale associated with pseudospin 

How do we check this out?   (i) effective model 
                                            (ii) exact diagonalizations 

                                          (iii) Dynamical Mean Field Theory 
Giang Bach 



Dynamical Mean Field Theory (DMFT) 

Antoine Georges, arXiv:cond-mat/0403123 



Dynamical Mean Field Theory (DMFT) 

Solver: 2-site exact diagonalization --- G. Kotliar et al. and  M. Potthoff, PRB64, 165114 (2001) 

Quasiparticle 
weight 



For 2-site DMFT, we need to determine the (2) parameters Ec and V (rather than an 
Infinite set, Ek and Vk). Here are some results: 

M. Potthoff, PRB64, 165114 (2001) 



Electron-hole asymmetry!!! 

Mott physics vs. orbital relaxation 

Mott physics vs. orbital relaxation 

Pseudspin expectation values 

σz = -1 

σz = +1 

Ω = ω0 √1+g2 

z = V2 

G.H. Bach et al., PRB 82, 155122 (2010) 



Spectral function Optical conductivity 

Optical Spectral weight 

See also G.H. Bach and F.M. PRB 85, 155134 (2012) 

G.H. Bach et al., PRB 82, 155122 (2010) 



Mott physics vs. orbital relaxation 

σz = -1 

σz = +1 

Ω = ω0 √1+g2 

z = V2 

G.H. Bach et al., PRB 82, 155122 (2010) 

Electron-hole asymmetry!!! 



G.H. Bach and F.M. PRB 85, 155134 (2012) 

Dimer calculations 



How do we measure this ? 

Optical Sum Rule (Kubo) 

for all bands (or  quadratic dispersion): 

for tight-binding band (with nearest neighbour hopping): 



See also Shiles et al. PRB22, 1612 (1980) 





van der Marel et al. cond-mat/0302169 

why is there temperature dependence 
in the normal state ? 

Answer: 
1) nk ---> fk  (Fermi-Dirac) 

2) interactions 

Note: Absolute value of kinetic 
          energy decreases in the 
           superconducting state. 

 This is conventional behaviour 

Ekin = 2 Σεknk 



Science 22 March 2002 295: 2239-2241  

Bi2223 

Bi2212 



M.V. Klein and G. Blumberg, 
Science 283, 42 (1999) 

Al 

Ah 



Anomalous sum rule change at Tc 

FM, Phys. Rev. B73, 064507 

Using a phenomenology of scattering rate collapse: 



microwave 

use 1/τ = 1/ τ0 (T/Tc)4 below Tc 



Summary 

I’ve tried to make the case that the BCS pairing formalism  
gives an excellent description of the superconducting state 

but… 
The actual mechanism is an active subject of current interest…for   

all   

superconductors 



Key Points 



•  If one focuses on the ‘building block’ for conventional 
superconductivity, i.e. an electron interacting with phonons, one 
obtains a very polaronic quasi particle, with a huge effective 
mass. What ‘undoes’ this effect when one assembles a Fermi 
sea of such quasi particles (Since we are supposed to recover 
the so-called Migdal Theorem)? 

•  What are the essential ingredients buried in the parameter µ* ? 
     (i) even as modelled by a Hubbard U, how effective  
          is retardation for reducing the effective pair repulsion? 
     (ii) Maybe the Hubbard and Hubbard-like models don’t  
           really capture the essence of electron correlations in metals. 
     (iii) The Dynamic Hubbard model tries to incorporate orbital            
           relaxation --- the fact that orbitals expand, etc. when doubly 
           occupied. Do these processes play an important role for  
           superconductivity? 



     Concerning the Dynamic Hubbard Model 

•  We find a fundamental electron-hole asymmetry. This asymmetry is 
apparent in tunneling, and more indirectly through other probes. 

•  Pairing (requiring further study) results in energy lowering through 
kinetic energy (not potential energy), as seen in several optical 
conductivity studies (Basov, van der Marel, Bontemps, Timusk, etc.) 
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Also in photoemission, M.R. Norman et al. 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 3506–3509 (1997)  

normal state 

superconducting state 



Eliashberg Theory 

•  Extension of BCS formalism to include 
dynamical electron-phonon interaction 

•  builds on Migdal theory in the normal state 
•  loosely modeled in BCS theory 
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So what’s wrong? 
1) How did µ = UN(EF) get reduced to µ*? 

2) The building block is the polaron !  
     How do ‘polaron’ effects become ‘undone’? 

3) Are we content with a ‘zoo’ of  
    superconducting materials? 

See Zhou Li, D. Baillie, C. Blois, FM, PRB 81, 115114 2010 
       Zhou Li, C. Chandler, FM,            PRB 83, 045104 2011 Zhou Li 

    Carl Chandler Cindy Blois Devin Baillie 

Can’t seem to couple without very strong polaron effects!  


